7.1 Thursday
MathsStarterYou are going to play a game the class really enjoy playing. It is like the game Hot and Cold (if you
know the game) but with counting.
You will need a toy and at least 2 people.
1st person goes out of the room (they will be the detective)
2nd person hides the toy in the room.
Detective comes back in the room when told to.
The people who were in the room when the toy was hidden will then count in either 10’s, 5’s, 2’s
(you may want to change this up for older and younger children as well and count in
1’s/backwards/3’s etc.)
If the detective is far away from the toy (cold) they are quiet counting (whispering) as the detective
gets closer to the toy (hot) they get louder (this can get extremely loud- be prepared!)
When:
counting in 10’s- count up to 120 and then from the beginning.
Counting in 5’s- count up to 60 and then from the beginning.
Counting in 2’s- count up to 24 and then from the beginning.
(you may want to have these written down if your child is unsure of some of the numbers in the
middle to use as a prompt for them.)

Main- multiply by 2
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zqbg87h/articles/zc7ygdm watch and complete these
activities
Use your grouping to help you- do your workings out- I would love to see this working out.
Remember x means groups of
So 4 x2 means 4 groups of 2 – so make 4 groups (circles and put 2 in each group) or you can count in
2’s 4 times e.g 2, 4, 6, 8

If you found that ok try the Reasoning question and the problem solving questions.

English
Writing- Watch
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QyFcHL7zusI&feature=youtu.be
You are on a Ships deck. Look at PPT and complete the grid and
make 3 sentences.
Spellings- https://www.teachyourmonstertoread.com
Play Bingo ‘y as in fly’
Give your child 2 of the bingo cards
You say the clue
they have to write the correct word next to the picture of the clue
you just said. Which Bingo card wins?
Please check their spelling.

Spanish
Tell your grown up the numbers in Spanish and anything else you know in Spanish.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zhyb4wx watch a story in Spanish can you work out what
has happened? What did you understand?

Google Classroom
Well done to everybody who has already had a try on Google classroom, Please hand assignments
in if you complete something so I can see your amazing work.

